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METAFESTIVAL ranges within three main areas:
the scientific research in the emerging field of European Public,
the integration of unconventional research partners like mediafestivals and SMEs
in a interdisciplinary research project and
integral process organization supported by the use of interactive media.
METAFESTIVAL with its primarily interests in decentralization, nomadic
interaction and a transcultural approach contributes to an increasing European
information exchange.
METAFESTIVAL came across related projects in the field of European Public
combined with interactive media:
The 'Deutsche Welle' communicates via their programmes with people all over
the world who are interested in Germany and its people, its culture and its real
life. This is no one-way street but – especially with the possibilities of the
internet – a real dialogue. Hence, they are mediators in the dialogue between
cultures and represent understanding.
The 'Alien Staff' from Krzysztof Wodiczko enables people to state sufficient voice
or image of their own in official 'public space'. The process of composing and
pre-recording each speech act in private is psychologically, politically and
artistically as important as the public live performance and its social discourse.
Differing from existing projects, METAFESTIVAL is a pan-European broadcaster
and wants to integrate a process and a product into public discourses.
METAFESTIVAL is a European media cultural vision, combining two media in a
clever and productive way.

ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

The powerful European integration that is taking place on a political level is
strikingly at odds with the weak and hesitating formation of a European Public in
a broader cultural sense. METAFESTIVAL engages in initiating and stimulating
transnational, cross cultural and decentralized public discourse by using a mobile
videoforum, and thereby contributes to an increased awareness of an upcoming
European mind. In a first step, scenarios of how to achieve these goals are
being elaborated in a feasibility study, which builds the basis for a proposal as a
European research project within the sixth framework program of NESTAdventure.

INITIAL POSITION

The European Union unites a growing number (25 and more) of heterogeneous
countries into one family of democratic European Countries, committed to work
together for peace and prosperity. Within the European Union there are common
institutions to which some of the countries’ sovereignty is being delegated so
that decisions on specific matters of joint interest can be made democratically at
European level. This pooling of sovereignty is also called 'European integration'.
Strikingly at odds with these developments is the fact, that emerging tendencies
towards the cultural formation of a European Public are very weak. There are
only a few attempts towards a European feuilleton, for example. And to a large
extent, the formation of opinion still takes place within, and in relation to,
national borders only.

THE VISION

An intensified intercultural exchange is indispensable – this is the field, where
METAFESTIVAL wants to get engaged: in initiating, stimulating and
communicating public discourse across different economical and cultural areas.
Thereby, METAFESTIVAL will contribute to the formation of an upcoming
European mind with an own cultural memory, where passive multilingualism is
being cultivated, and where there is a broad awareness for cultural differences.

PROCESS
THE PROJECT

METAFESTIVAL accomplished a practical feasibilty study of how to locate and
conceive such a project. Several ideas were being considered: a travelling
exhibition or the establishment of a nomadic summer academy related to the
European media-festivals, a discourse-cartography about the media-festivallandscape presented on a DVD, or a documentation of festival events with a
mobile video forum that allows people to participate in discussions by video
statements. With this instrument for audiovisual feedback and this platform for
survey and panel discussion, METAFESTIVAL could literally transport local
discourses across borders.
To substantiate the idea, METAFESTIVAL traveled widely, visited mediafestivals,
interviewed the public, talked to experts, observed and analysed the potential of
specific public platforms. Transporting the gained insights to other interested
partners within our network initiated discussions research and collective
brainstorm sessions about possible interventions of how to stimulate a European
Public. METAFESTIVAL created a Network of Excellence with several European
partners of universities, enterprises and mediafestivals to engage in a long term
project.

THE PROPOSAL

The goals of METAFESTIVAL can only be achieved on a long term basis.
METAFESTIVAL formulated a proposal in order to apply for funding as a
European research project within the framework program of 'NEST-Adventure'.
NEST Adventure projects are characterized as challenging and ambitious, with
the aim of developing new scientific knowledge and new technological
capabilities with high potential impact, using unconventional and innovative
approaches. With the help of its partners, METAFESTIVAL works out the
different requirements of such a proposal including general conditions, an
outline of the project and its methodology, several project plans, the definition
of work-packages and the organization of funding. METAFESTIVAL cooperates
with the EUresearch-office in Switzerland, which is an important feedback
partner for European Research Proposals, and submits the proposal on the 14th
of September 2004.

THE AIM

METAFESTIVAL as a nomadic discussion festival will facilitate communication
with the public and has the potential to increase the participation in the
democratic process. METAFESTIVAL is a process, not only a product.
Everyone becomes an actor and at the same time a director. Their opinion will
reach a wide audience and has a high impact.
METAFESTIVAL encourages the participation of the public in Open Channels and
therefore contributes to the evolution of active Media Competence. The design
of effective public processes is essential for this project.
As a transeuropean project METAFESTIVAL points out the potential of the
borders exceeding public discussion.
The platform METAFESTIVAL communicates through public actions like
workshops, events, presentations and a rich cross-media platform.
METAFESTIVAL is a culture creation process working not only with technology
but with integral process organization.

RTRP
'Imagination is more important than knowledge.'

Albert Einstein

Emerging sciences offer the opportunity for creativity, friction and new ideas.
European Public is a explosive topic in times of strong Europeanization. There
will be no European democracy without a European Public.
To develop new scientific knowledge and technological capabilities with very high
potential impact, unconventional and innovative approaches are indispensable.
METAFESTIVAL shaped and spreaded an idea and thereby initiated a dialogue.
This dialogue again stimulated an intensive engagement between the different
disciplines. Starting to establish a research network, further participants were
proposed by the new partners and thus a dynamic process was activated.
To cope with the input from different disciplines, coordination activities are
essential. The throughput is the next step towards the formation of a common
position. To reflect the input, the process organizer locates herself at a metalevel. The coordinated output spreads new messages and increases the
motivation. The cycle of input, throughput and output recurs several times.
In conclusion, the interaction management in this project - just to mention the
main aspects - includes:
imagination, perception, attentiveness, observation, questioning, verbalization,
motivation, organization, coordination, formation, concretion, transportation,
transformation, finalization, etc.

STATEMENTS
The statements are collected to
illustrate guiding aspects, claims
and instruments of
METAFESTIVAL.
Top down approaches show where
METAFESTIVAL orients itself, and
the countered bottom up
statements reveal how we meet
these guidelines.

:: In order to strengthen the European research area, a project should be crosscultural :: To compare differences and similarities in politics and social impacts
between European countries, METAFESTIVAL acts transnationally.
:: Decentralized work is the condition for an innovative project especially in the
field of research and development :: With the coordination of independent
partners and the specific application of New Media, METAFESTIVAL guarantees
the success of collaborations within decentralized circumstances.
:: A transcultural approach helps to understand Europeanization ::
METAFESTIVAL initiates and perpetuates the discussion between different
economical and cultural areas and transports the information across borders.
:: Constant exchange is absolutely necessary for a transnational project ::
METAFESTIVAL communicates face-to-face as well as through virtual platforms
and reaches the public through events. Every partner commits to an intensive
information exchange.
:: Innovative projects often target a high impact and therefore deal with high
risks :: METAFESTIVAL is suited in a difficult research terrain but possesses
enormous potential for a wide range of processes and applications.
:: Research projects can be realized with unconventional and experimental
approaches :: METAFESTIVAL operates on different levels of interaction: global
thinking, local acting and multimedia spreading.
:: The basis for a professional interdisciplinary project is a Network of
Excellence :: METAFESTIVAL lives from the collective experience of universities,
media-festivals and enterprises, together forming a competitive team.

DOCUMENTATION
PROJECT

METAFESTIVAL transported an idea to different places in Europe. The initiative
affected different contexts and was transformed simultaneously through
questions, perceptions and backgrounds of the dialog partners.
Particularly the integration of unconventional research partners such as
mediafestivals aroused large interest in universities and industrial partners.
METAFESTIVAL strengthened the European Research Area through connecting
partners from all over Europe. These connections will remain during and after
the METAFESTIVAL project.
METAFESTIVAL increased the awareness of an necessary active process
organization in the field of European Public.

EVENTS

The decentralized diploma exhibitions were taking place in varying public
dimensions:
METAFESTIVAL started with a series of project presentations at mediafestivals.
As a testpilot, METAFESTIVAL was also observing and analysing the potential of
public platforms and interviewing the public and experts.
With the thematic introduction of ideas to experts, the basis for a dialogical
process was established and the gained insights were transformed to other
interested partners. METAFESTIVAL activated collective brainstorm sessions
about possible interventions of how to stimulate European Public.
These public and semi-public actions took place @ transmediale.04|Germany,
@ plug.in|Switzerland, @ EMAF 2004|Germany, @ COURTisane|Belgium and
@ various real and virtual meetings in Europe and through public relations in
print and web.

LOOK AND READ
'Deutsche Welle'
http://www.dw-world.de/select
'Alien Staff'
http://framework.v2.nl/archive/
archive/node/work/default.xslt/
nodenr-62349
'CORDIS FP6'
http://www.cordis.lu/fp6/
'Kleine flexible Gemeinschaften'
http://www.changex.de/
d_a01406.html
'VIPER Basel'
www.viper.ch
'TACTICAL REALITY DICTIONARY'
Cultural Intelligence and Social
Control
MMII TRD | WIO PIA
Konrad Becker
Edition Selene | Vienna
'Europäische Union und mediale
Öffentlichkeit'
Lutz Hagen
ISBN: 3931606503

Hier Text einfügen / 1 Seite - ca. 1900 Zeichen

ANALYSIS
CONCLUSION

The practical feasibility study lifted METAFESTIVAL to a sustainable and effective
level. The process led to the formulation of a research proposal and was a very
important experience in my position as a interaction manager. My own task, to
cope with the most challenging EU research program 'Adventure', was not easy
but very instructive. For such a large-scale idea or vision I recommend the
selection of a applied research level and the integration into a research project
or program.
The successful foundation of an interdisciplinary transeuropean network was also
an excellent experience and I'm looking forward to the further collaboration.
I've choosen the right duration for the conception of such a long-term project.
With the help of my team and network I was able to formulate a comprehensive
proposal with a potential impact on an upcoming science and technology.

PERSPECTIVE

The intensive dialogue between the participating partners will be continued.
During the evaluation phase of the proposal by the FP6 Consortium,
METAFESTIVAL is invited to several events to communicate the vision.
If the proposal is accepted by the EU, METAFESTIVAL is funded from April 2005
until March 2008.
Furthermore I will coordinate the 'display' at VIPER Basel right after the RTRP
congress. The presentation of METAFESTIVAL with its process and methodology
is part of the program during the festival in November.
METAFESTIVAL perfectly fits into the actual thematic approach 'generations on
the move'.

CREDITS
NETWORK

Dr. Andreas Broeckmann, transmediale, Germany
Annika Blunck and Rebecca Picht, Viper, Switzerland
Dr. Carlos Scolari, University of Vic, Spain
Dorothée Schiesser, HyperStudio, Switzerland
Dr. Drew Hemment, Futuresonic, UK
Erwin Schaal, hellblau, Germany
Dr. Giorgio Travaglini, Euresearch Head Office, Switzerland
Prof. Giulio Lughi, Università degli Studi di Torino, Italy
Prof. Mischa Schaub, HyperWerk FHBB, Switzerland
Reto Wettach, Interfacedesign FHP, Germany
Viola Kutlubasis-Krajewska, WRO Center for Media Art Foundation, Poland
Prof. Winfried Gerling, European Media Sciences FHP, Germany

COACHING

intern: Prof. Mischa Schaub, HyperWerk, Switzerland
extern: Bettina Lehmann, projekt51, Germany

TEAM HYPERWERK

Nelly Riggenbach
Philipp Kirmis

CONTACT

Constanze Kirmis
Initiator METAFESTIVAL
c|o HyperWerk
Totentanz 17
4051 Basel
Switzerland

WEB

metafestival@hyperwerk.ch
www.hyperwerk.ch/metafestival
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